Swear Word Coloring Book (Black Edition): 41 Sweary Designs. (Stress Relief Coloring Book With Sweary Words)
SYNOPSIS

LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT! Great value (Regular $8.99) 41 Unique Designs on Black Paper!
New best selling adult coloring book printed on black paper. This beautiful edition will make your
designs vibrant with color. This book is the perfect way to cool down and relax for those with a
subversive and irreverent sense of humor. 41 Unique Designs on Black Paper Swear Word
Coloring Book: Contains hilarious swear words. Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color.
Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and Relaxation. Each Coloring Page is printed on a
separate sheet to avoid bleed through. The Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every
Skill Level. List of Swear Words and Phrases: Asshat Shitballs Bullock Packet Slut Cuntcake
Dumbass Fuck U Asshole Fuck a Duck Fuckface Shitballs Fucking Twat Fucknugget Fucktard
Twatface Wankstain Wazzock Basic Bitch Cluster Fuck Cunty Bollocks Piss Off Pussy Gutter Slut
Twister Bullshit Fucktail Slut Cock Womble Cocklump Fuck Ashole Wanker Motherfucker Fuck It
Arse Badger Anal Grap Fuck This Shit Dickhead Moron Shit Bastard Damn TAGS: swear word
coloring, sweary coloring, sweary book, sweary words coloring book, sweary words, swearing animals,
sweary coloring book, sweary adult coloring book, swear word mandala, swear word gifts, adult
swear word coloring book, swear word journal, swear word pencil, sweary adult color books, sweary
adult coloring, sweary adult coloring book markers, sweary boo, sweary designs, artists illustrators,
mandalas, stress relieving patterns, coloring pages for adults, meditation,
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CUSTOMER REVIEWS

I loved the idea of this swear word coloring book and could not resist ordering it. Definitely a stress
reliever because I laughed at every word with its bubbled letter style and floral inspired designs
around it. Very contradicting, which is what is so damn funny, with its risque words and dainty, demure designs. It is a paperback coloring book, not a download and print in your home sheet by sheet listing, this one has glossy front and back protective covers. I took away one star because in the book I received there are two or three pages with the same exact word and design. Throughout the coloring book all of the designs are repetitive and the only differences are the words and how much of a design there is to color. Each page has differences, but they all have extremely similar designs and reminde of floral inspired henna tattoos...LOL! A lot of the page is colored black for you allready, so there is not one entire page of coloring in the whole book. I like the theme, the idea behind the book, and it indeed relieves stress because as I colored the first page, I could not stop smiling. I thought about the look on someone’s face if they walked in and asked to look at my artwork...priceless!! I am also thinking these might look really nice, once colored of course, if individual pages were matted and framed and hung up on my living room wall, prominently and proudly displayed for all to see. Bahaha!!! I think it would be great! Something different for sure! It may not be for everyone, but that is what makes it fun to me...LOL! I don’t think this coloring book, with its bubble letters and dainty floral inspired designs, is for everyone, but for those who find the quirkiness enjoyable and of course, stress relieving, then you will really like this one.

Who doesn’t want a filthy coloring book to creatively express all your built up aggression? This book is perfect for that. I actually work with a population where I am constantly introducing new coping skills to them and I can’t wait to give them a few pages of this book! My star rating falls within these guidelines:

5 Stars- I absolutely LOVE this product and would recommend it to others. It comes as or better than described. It is something that I will use and also something I would give to another when appropriate. I would be proud to talk about my ownership of this!

4 Stars- I really like this and I’m going to use it but there are some aspects of it that I don’t LOVE whether it be a flaw, quality issue, assembly length/difficulty or just plain personal preference. This rating would indicate that it was adequately described by the seller and I recieved what I expected. It is a solid product and functions well. This is still something I would consider giving others.

3 Stars- This would be a mediocre "I could live with or without this" but I'll give it a try.

2 Stars- eh, maybe I regret this purchase. This would be given to something of poor quality, inaccurate description or something that isn’t really useful not just for the purpose intended for whatever reason. I probably won’t use this and I also wouldn’t "gift" it to someone.

1 Star- I am completely unsatisfied with the purchase. This product is a waste of money, I would never use it and I would never give it to someone as a gift.

As with all ratings, please know that personal preference plays a big role and read each one
knowing that. When reviewing I try to be as honest and objective as possible as I rely on consumer reviews when purchasing.
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